4. The script shall be able to convert element-wise volume, density, and materials from EEOUT to .vtu. 5. The script shall be able to convert element-wise edits that are binned in energy and/or time along with their corresponding relative uncertainties and totals from EEOUT to .vtu.
There are no firm performance requirements. However, this script should be able to process EEOUT files containing millions of elements without undue slowness.
4
Design and Implementation
Because this script was developed for personal use by the first author, speed of development and flexibility were informal design and implementation requirements. Accordingly, the Python language was selected and an evolutionary development approach was used. The script does not leverage object-oriented functionality;
however, it is recommended that a data structure be constructed to represent the EEOUT information in the future. As the script was used, it was checked by the authors on a case-by-case basis. This report is the first time substantial verification is performed. Despite the verification work in this report, it is incumbent on the user of the enclosed script to still verify that results are correct on a case-by-case basis.
This script is Python 3 compliant (most recently executed with Python version 3.7.2 provided by Homebrew 1 on macOS version 10.12.6). Furthermore, it was an informal goal that minimal Python modules be required so the script would be as portable as possible. As such, this script only depends on the os, re, and sys modules. Because of the Python 3 compliance and minimal number of module dependencies, the enclosed script should work with any recent Python 3 interpreter on any operating system.
Testing
A collection of 216 individual calculations is used to verify that this script fulfills requirements 1-4 in Section 3. The 216 separate MCNP calculations consist of all permutations of UM cells composed of firstand second-order tetrahedral, pentahedral, and hexahedral elements within a three pseudo-cell analysis.
Each calculation features a UM three-cell geometry composed of a 50 × 50 × 50-mm cube with an adjacent right-triangular prism and semicylindrical cap. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1 . The cube is composed of 252 Cf at 15.1 g·cm −3 with fission disabled (with MCNP input: nonu), the triangular prism is 27 Al at 2.6989 g·cm −3 , and the cylindrical cap is water at 0.998207 g·cm −3 . A spontaneous-fission neutron source is distributed throughout the cube using the MCNP UM volumer capability and is assigned a 252 Cf Watt fission spectrum (with MCNP input: sp1 -3 1.180000 1.03419). An example input file is given in Listing 2.
Four elemental edit outputs are specified with embee cards:
1 embee4 : n embed =1 2 embee14 : n embed =1 errors = yes 3 embee6 : n embed =1 4 embee16 : n embed =1 errors = yes 1 https://brew.sh/ A similar procedure to verify the energy/time binning test cases as stated above was followed for each test case. Fig. 4 shows some examples of energy and time bins plotted in ParaView.
Comments on Performance
This script is also tested on a UM terrain geometry that contains approximately 10 million elements (with approximately 3 million nodes) with 2 elemental edits and required up to 16 GB of free RAM. The conversion process from EEOUT to VTK takes approximately 4 minutes. Loading and viewing the resulting .vtu file in ParaView takes approximately 1 minute. The resulting geometry shaded by UM element volume is shown in Fig. 5 . This level of performance is deemed acceptable.
Conclusions
The test case results given in Section 5 demonstrate that the script fulfills the requirements stipulated in The source code for the script described herein is given in Listing 1. For convenience, it is also provided as an attachment to this PDF, which can be accessed using Adobe Acrobat through the menu path shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 6 : Adobe Acrobat Menu Path to Access PDF Attachments 
